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Of course as the graph indicates stem medial p does occur. It should however be remem-
bered, that the graph represents a generalization across stems, and that stems are something
of an abstraction. What’s more is that the restiction investigated here is one on singleton p.
But in a mimetic form such as sappari, while there is a medial p, the p is a geminate. In fact
in a majority of the forms with a stem medial p the medial p is geminate, and this is again in
contrast to the other voiceless obstruents.
(26) Forms with non-geminate medial C
p 47 15 31.9%
t 391 324 82.9%
k 358 276 77.1%
s 237 198 83.5%
As shown by the numbers in (26), while most voiceless obstruents used in medial position
are commonly non-geminate, the voiceless labial occurs as a geminate in well over half of the
forms. It thus seems that even in mimetics, for p the geminate form is the norm.
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